
    
    
        
    

    







    
        


    
            
                
                    Choose the official Scanomat website for your country to find content, guides and contact info specific to your location
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                    The coffee experience you will never forget

                Home of the revolutionary TopBrewer solution.
Refined coffee quality, smarter, more sustainable.

                     


        
            
                Make an enquiry
                



            

        
 


    


    
        

        




            
        

        

    





        
            
                
                        Coffee excellence on tap. 

                                            
                            



At Scanomat, we have elevated the world of coffee with cutting-edge, under-counter commercial coffee solutions that revolutionise your coffee business. Meet TopBrewer - the iconic coffee tap where excellence, convenience, and sustainability unite to craft the ultimate coffee user experience.









Renowned for high quality, high-performance commercial coffee machines, we bring you the world’s most advanced and sustainable commercial coffee machine yet. With state-of-the-art app control and cloud management services, you are in complete control of your coffee experience with TopBrewer.

                        



                        
                            


        
            Why choose TopBrewer? 

        

                        

                


                    
                        

                        High quality, high performance

                            The ultimate coffee solution
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                High quality, high performance

                    The ultimate coffee solution

            

        




    
        
                Coffee machines and related products

            
            (4)
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            Level up with the ultimate professional coffee machine. Compare Pro and Compact models and get an overview on performance.
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            Ditch the plastic bottles for good and offer fresh juices and flavoured water on tap. The space-saving still and sparkling juice solution.
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            Hydrate the smart way with refreshing still and sparkling chilled water from our TopWater filtered water dispenser.
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            The TopBrewer only brews coffee with freshly roasted specialty coffee beans from our own Amokka® Coffee roastery.

                
                    



                    Explore coffee beans
                
        

    



                


    




    

    
        

        
            
                Contact for a quote or demo

                    Let us help you to elevate your commercial coffee experience with our iPad-controlled, coffee tap with an app.  Submit your details and one of our experts will be in touch.
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                    Intuitive user experience. Be the barista.

                With remote app and voice-control ordering you are in complete control of your coffee experience.

                 


        
            Get personalised coffee with TopBrewer 
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                Find out more

            
            (4)
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            Offices. Retail. Hospitality. Education. Our coffee solutions can be fitted into any space and sector.

                
                    



                    Find the right solution for your business type
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            The TopBrewer only brews coffee with freshly roasted quality coffee beans from our own Amokka® Coffee roastery.

                
                    



                    Why we roast our own coffee beans
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            World-leading touchless coffee technology. Be the barista. 💬  Just ask Siri with TopBrewerVoice. 

                
                    



                    Explore and customise with the TopBrewer App
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            Get real-time data from TopBrewer to run a smooth operation. 

                
                    



                    Keep track of the performance with CoffeeCloud
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                        A sustainable coffee solution

                                            
                            Every aspect of our TopBrewer eco-system is designed with sustainability in mind, including equipment that is built to outlast conventional coffee machines. Better for the planet and better for your pocket. From reducing single-use plastics to responsibly sourced coffee beans, we help our customers to meet their sustainability goals.

                        





        
            Read more on Scanomat and Sustainability 

        
                


                    
                        

                        Sustainably designed and built to last

                            Our coffee machines outlast the rest

                    

            

        

            
            
                

                Sustainably designed and built to last

                    Our coffee machines outlast the rest

            

        





        
            
                
                        Get smarter with CoffeeCloud

                                            
                            Our coffee solutions are built on state-of-the-art technology to work smarter and faster. TopBrewer is a smart, long-term investment with an IoT platform that is designed to adapt to future iterations of the coffee user experience whilst bringing all data into one central cloud for optimised monitoring and decision making. Find out more about our technology and integration possibilities.

                        



                        
                            


        
            Learn more about the TopBrewer technology 

        

                        

                


                    
                        

                        Integrates with payment or your own software

                            Invest in systems that provide long-term solutions and are more sustainable
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                Integrates with payment or your own software

                    Invest in systems that provide long-term solutions and are more sustainable

            

        




    
        
                The best drinks solutions for your business type

            
            (3)
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            Workplace drinks solutions worth coming to the office for. Find best coffee solutions for your tea points, and breakout spaces.

                
                    



                    Workplace drink solutions
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            Premium hospitality needs premium drinks solutions. Discover our solutions for conferencing and breakfast service.

                
                    



                    Hospitality drink solutions
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            The future of coffee retail is here. We can help you create innovative coffee concepts your own sense of style

                
                    



                    Retail drink solutions
                
        

    



                


    



    
        
            

            
                
                        Freedom to design

                    
                        We work with the biggest brands in the world to deliver exceptional coffee experiences. No two installations ever look the same. TopBrewer gives you the freedom to design your perfect space. Get inspired!
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                The IDRC, London
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                Chaucer, London
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                Arcadis, London
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                Argent LLP, London
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                CBRE, Manchester
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                Uncle Southall, London
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                Royal Berkshire Hotel, Ascot
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                Ninety One, London
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                Shoosmiths, London
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                Microsoft, Amsterdam
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                Adobe, London
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                One Avenue Group, London
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                Hilton London Metropole, London

            

    



            

        

    





        
            
                
                        TopBrewer Lookbook

                                            
                            Need some design inspiration? Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. Our TopBrewer Lookbook showcases some of our most exciting installations throughout the UK and Ireland to show you what’s possible when your coffee machine allows you to have complete freedom to design.

                        



                        
                            


        
            Scanomat Topbrewer Lookbook 
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                        Specifying TopBrewer made easy

                                            
                            Are you an architect or designer? Head to our Professionals zone for everything you need to specify our solutions for your project. From CAD drawings to pre-installation guides, we have created a library of everything you need. If you are not quite sure what you are looking for our Product Selector can help guide you.
                        





        
            Professional resources and downloads 

        
                


                    
                        

                        Freedom to design

                            We’ve designed our machines to fit uniquely into any space.

                    

            

        

            
            
                

                Freedom to design

                    We’ve designed our machines to fit uniquely into any space.

            

        


    
        
            
                    Some of our customers
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                We really value the ongoing support and after care service that Scanomat provides.
            

                General Manager, Pennyhill Park Hotel

        

    






    
        
            
                The service provided by the Scanomat UK team is incredible.
            

                Marketing Manager, Armorgard
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                        Let's innovate and disrupt together!

                                            
                            Contact us now to take your coffee and refreshment experience to the next level. Speak to us to organise your virtual or in-person demonstration. Call us on 0800 032 7581 or email sales@scanomat.co.uk
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